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ABSTRACT

H�mode operation is the choice for next step tokamak devices based either on conventional

or advanced tokamak physics. This choice, however, comes at a significant cost for both the

conventional and advanced tokamaks because of the effects of edge localized modes (ELMs).

ELMs can produce significant erosion in the divertor and can affect the beta limit and reduced

core transport regions needed for advanced tokamak operation. Experimental results from

DIII�D over the past four years have demonstrated a new operating regime, the quiescent

H�mode regime, which solves these problems. QH�mode plasmas have now been run for over

4!s (>30 energy confinement times). Utilizing the steady-state nature of the QH�mode edge

allows us to obtain unprecedented spatial resolution of the edge ion profiles and the edge radial

electric field E r  by slowly sweeping the edge plasma past the viewpoints of the charge exchange

spectroscopy system. We have investigated the effects of direct edge ion orbit loss on the

creation and sustainment of the QH�mode. Direct loss of ions injected into the velocity-space

loss cone at the plasma edge is not necessary for creation or sustainment of the QH�mode. The

direct ion orbit loss has little effect on the edge E r  well. The E r  at the bottom of the well in

these cases is about �100!kV/m compared to �20 to �30!kV/m in standard H�mode. The well is

about 1!cm wide, which is close to the diameter of the deuteron gyro-orbit. We also have

investigated the effect of changing edge triangularity by changing the plasma shape from

upwardly biased single null to magnetically balanced double null. We have now achieved

QH�mode in these double-null plasmas. The increased triangularity allows us to increase

pedestal density in QH�mode plasmas by a factor of about 2.5 and overall pedestal pressure by a

factor of two. Pedestal beta and "* values matching the values desired for ITER have been

achieved. In these higher density plasmas, the E r  well is significantly shallower and broader.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The superior energy confinement time in H�mode makes it the preferred operating mode

for next step tokamak devices utilizing either conventional [1] or advanced tokamak physics

[2,3]. However, the effects of the associated edge localized modes (ELM) have a significant

impact on machine design and operation. The pulsed divertor heat and particle loads due to

standard, type!I ELMs can lead to rapid erosion of the divertor plates [4�6]. In addition, for the

advanced tokamak, type!I ELMs can couple to core MHD modes (e.g., neoclassical tearing

modes) and thus reduce the beta limit. Furthermore, type I ELMs can destroy the reduced

transport core which is needed for the profile optimization required for advanced tokamak

operation [7]. Accordingly, considerable effort is going into research to mitigate the effects of

type!I ELMs [4�6].

The conventional view is that ELMs are necessary for density and impurity control in

H�mode. The standard, ELM-free H�mode typically exhibits monotonically increasing density

and radiated power, which leads, ultimately, to radiative collapse. Experimental results in the last

four years on the DIII�D tokamak have demonstrated a new type of H�mode operation which

allows ELM-free operation at constant density and radiated power [9�18]. This quiescent

H�mode (QH�mode) exhibits the H�mode confinement improvement without the detrimental

effects of ELMs and without the problems exhibited by standard, ELM-free H�mode. As is

illustrated in Fig.!1, QH�mode discharges have been run on DIII�D for periods of >4.0!s

(>30 energy confinement times) with the duration limited only by machine hardware constraints.

There are no known plasma physics limits to the duration of the QH�mode. In the past year,

QH�mode operation has also been achieved in ASDEX Upgrade [19�21] and some QH�mode

periods have been seen in discharges in JET [22] and JT60�U [23].

At present, QH�mode operation requires neutral beam injection in the direction opposite to

the plasma current (counter injection) and some control of the plasma density (usually done with

cryopumping); it is facilitated by having a 10!cm gap between the plasma and the vessel wall on

the low field side [9,13,17]. QH�mode has been seen in single-null divertor discharges with the

grad-B drift both towards and away from the X�point. As is discussed in this paper, a new

achievement this year is QH�mode in magnetically balanced, double-null divertor discharges.

QH�mode has been seen with input powers as low as 3!MW; maximum input power used to date

is 13.6!MW. We have seen quiescent H�modes over the entire range of triangularity

(0.16 "  delta "  0.82) and safety factor q95  (3.4 "  q95  "  5.8) explored to date. Most of our

work has been done with plasma current in the range 1.0 "  Ip !(MA) "  2.0 and toroidal field in

the range 1.8 "  BT !(T) "  2.1. We also have quiescent H�mode examples at Ip  = 0.67 MA and

BT != 0.95!T. Pedestal densities are in the range of 1"1019m3 to 6.5 "1019m3. The radial

profiles for the highest density QH�mode plasma run to date are shown in Fig.!2.
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Fig. 1.  Time history of one of the longest QH�mode discharges to date. (a) Plasma current,

(b), divertor D"  signal, (c) central electron and ion temperatures, (d) pedestal electron and ion

temperatures, (e) line averaged and pedestal electron density, (f) maximum electron pressure

gradient in the edge pedestal, (g) rms amplitude of magnetic fluctuations showing the EHO,

(h) injected neutral beam power and radiated power. As can be seen in (b), the quiescent

phase in this shot lasts over 4!s even into the current ramp down. Notice that the maximum

edge electron pressure gradient does not change significantly when the plasma goes from the

ELMing to the quiescent phase around 1500!ms. There is also little variation in this gradient

when the EHO switches from n=2 dominated to n=3 dominated at 3000 ms or when it

switches back again to n=2 at 4650!ms.

A key feature of the QH�mode is the presence of an edge, electromagnetic oscillation

dubbed the edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) [9]. The EHO enhances the particle transport

through the edge without significantly increasing the thermal transport [9,13].

The goals of our QH�mode experiments in the 2003 campaign were to develop an

improved physics understanding of the QH�mode operating regime and to broaden the

QH�mode operating space through parameter scans suggested by MHD stability theory. A

particular goal of the latter work was to develop robust techniques for operating QH�mode at

higher densities.

This paper reports the results of the 2003 experiments with a particular focus on the edge

radial electric field E r . An edge E r  well is characteristic of all H�mode plasmas; the QH�mode

well is significantly deeper than that in standard H�mode, reaching �100!kV/m in some cases as

compared to the �20!kV/m to �30!kV/m seen in standard, ELMing H�mode. In particular, we

have investigated the effect of edge fast ion orbit loss and edge triangularity on the E r  well.
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Fig. 2.  Radial profiles of highest density QH�mode discharge run to date. (a) Electron

density, (b) angular toroidal rotation speed, (c) ion temperature and (d) electron temperature.
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2.  EDGE SWEEP TECHNIQUE FOR IMPROVED ER MEASUREMENTS

Previous work [13] has shown that the edge E r  well in QH�mode is both deep and quite

narrow, with typical widths of about 1!cm. We determine E r  using our charge exchange

spectroscopy system [24] to measure the temperature, density, poloidal and toroidal rotation of

fully stripped carbon ions; E r  is then calculated from the radial force balance equation. Because

the minimum radial spacing between the spectroscopic measurement points is 6!mm, it is quite

possible to miss the bottom of the E r  well if the location of the plasma edge relative to the

measurement points is not optimized. In order to be sure that we have measured the complete

profile, we have swept the edge of the plasma across the measurement points to improve the

spatial resolution. This technique is ideally suited for the QH�mode plasma since, as is shown in

Fig.!1, the QH�mode edge can be essentially constant for several seconds. Typically, we move

the edge 4�5!cm in about 500 ms during a steady-state portion of the discharge. The location of

the high-field side of the plasma is kept constant during the sweep; accordingly, the plasma

major and minor radii change by about 2!cm during the sweep.

As is shown in Figs.!3�5, this sweep technique provides extremely detailed edge profiles.

Comparing the carbon density and temperature profiles in Fig. 3, we see that the scale length for

both of these is about 1!cm. The rise in ion temperature in the scrapeoff layer (SOL) has been

reported previously [16,17]; it may be due to the presence of fast ions in the SOL connected with

the counter-injected orbits discussed in the next section. The structure of the edge carbon toroidal

rotation (Fig. 4) with its negative region near the separatrix is characteristic of the QH�mode

plasmas; co-injected discharges rarely exhibit this reversal of the toroidal rotation. The negative

vertical velocity just inside the separatrix is typical of all H�modes in DIII�D. However, the

detailed structure of the vertical velocity has only been seen in these sweep shots. A notable

feature of the vertical velocity is the abrupt change in slope quite close to the separatrix. This is

the only feature seen so far in a radial profile which shows a sharp change right at the separatrix.

The QH�mode edge electric field structure is shown in Fig.!5 for a typical QH�mode

plasma. The width of the E r  well at the half-minimum point is about 1!cm. As can be seen in

Fig.!5(b), both the v !B  term and the pressure gradient term for carbon contribute significantly

to the E r  structure. The width of the E r  well is actually close to the diameter of the gyro-orbit of

a deuteron in the toroidal field at the radius of the well. Using the 2!keV ion temperature at the

minimum of the E r  well seen Fig.!3(b), the gyroradius in the toroidal field for a deuteron is

0.6!cm. This suggests that some of the gyroradius scale effects discussed by Hazeltine et al. [25]

may be important in the structure of the QH�mode E r  well.
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Fig. 3.  (a) Density and (b) temperature of fully stripped carbon (C
+6

) from charge exchange

spectroscopy plotted as a function of distance from the separatrix at the low field midplane of the

plasma. A sweep of the plasma edge is used to improve spatial resolution. The separatrix location at

each measurement time is determine from MHD equilibrium analysis. Plasma conditions are 1.3!MA

plasma current. 2.0!T toroidal field, 9.1!MW injected neutral beam power, 0.47 average triangularity,

and 1.3"1019m3 pedestal electron density. The colors in the plot show the portion of the data that

come from the different individual spatial measurement points. The agreement in the regions of

overlap demonstrates that the edge plasma does not vary during the sweep.
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Fig. 4.  Radial profile of velocity of fully stripped carbon (C
+6

) as measured by (a) toroidally and

(b) vertically viewing chords of the charge exchange spectroscopy system. Data are for the same

shot as in Fig.!3. The colors in the plot show the portion of the data that come from the different

individual spatial measurement points. The sign convention for the velocity has the toroidal rotation

speed positive in the direction of the neutral beams while the vertical velocity is positive in the

downwards direction on the low field side of the plasma. A positive toroidal velocity is in the

opposite direction to the plasma current in these, counter-injected shots.
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Fig. 5.  (a) Edge profile of radial electric field determined from charge exchange spectroscopy

using the edge sweep technique illustrated in Figs.!3 and 4.  (b) Pressure gradient (E"P ) and

rotational (Ev"B ) contributions to the radial electric field for the (C+6) radial force balance

equation. Data are for the same shot as in Figs.!3 and 4.

The edge sweep technique has also been used to provide spatial cross calibration between

various diagnostics viewing the plasma edge [26]. For example, the spatial location of the beam

emission spectroscopy system was benchmarked against the charge exchange spectroscopy

system by monitoring the same, Doppler-shifted D!  emission from the neutral beams with both

systems. As is shown in Fig.!6, this allowed us to improve our knowledge of the spatial location

of the density fluctuation associated with the edge harmonic oscillation. The peak of the

fluctuations appears to be located about 2!cm inside the separatrix. Also shown in Fig.!6 is the

first spatial derivative of the D!  emission from the beam. It peaks about 1!cm inside the

separatrix. One early model of the EHO was based on the idea of a rigid oscillation of the plasma

edge, similar to that produced by core tearing modes. However, such a model predicts that the

peak in the density fluctuation should occur at the peak in the gradient of the D!  emission.

Clearly, this is not seen in our data. The model of a rigid oscillation of the plasma edge is also

inconsistent with the radial phase variation in the EHO density oscillation published previously

[13]. Results from ASDEX�U [21] also indicate that the EHO is not a tearing mode.
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component of the EHO. Each plot has the data normalized to the maximum of the data set.

Both measurements come from beam emission spectroscopy data. The D"  intensity is the low

frequency portion of the data while the density fluctuation information is the result of Fourier

analysis of the higher frequency portion. The edge sweep is used to move the separatrix past

the various viewpoints, thus building up the complete profile. Separatrix location is

determined at each measurement time using MHD equilibrium analysis. In (b), the different

colors show results from different viewchords. The good agreement demonstrates that the

edge plasma does not vary during the sweep. Data are from shot 106919 which has the same

basic plasma conditions as the shot used in Figs.!3�5.
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3.  EFFECTS OF EDGE FAST ION LOSS

A fundamental question for QH�mode is the role that counter injection plays. As is

illustrated in Fig.!7, ion orbit loss calculations have shown that beam ions produced by ionization

of fast neutrals injected by the so-called left sources results in prompt, first banana-orbit loss

when the ionization occurs near the top of the H�mode edge pedestal. Ions from right beams,

which are injected in a more perpendicular direction, are more deeply trapped and have narrower

confined orbits. Most QH�mode experiments to date have favored the left sources because, at

low densities, the shine-through loss of these beams is lower and because operational experience

shows the QH�mode is easier to obtain with left sources [18]. Accordingly, a natural question is

whether the direct orbit loss from the left sources is necessary to create and sustain the

QH�mode.
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Fig. 7.  Calculated banana orbits projected onto one poloidal plane. Results are shown for ions

born at the top of the edge pedestal. As indicated, ions from the left sources are lost in one

banana orbit while those from the right sources suffer no direct orbit loss. Plasma shape is

from shot 106919; basic plasma conditions are the same as those in Fig.!3�6.

In order to test whether the left sources are essential for the QH�mode, we conducted

experiments where we switched the beam injection from three left beam sources to three right

beam sources at various times during the shot. As is shown in Figs.!8 and 9, all of these shots

have the usual three left source combination in the low-density startup phase to prevent the early

shine through losses from affecting the QH�mode portion of the experiment. As can be seen in

Fig. 8, three right sources can sustain a QH�mode originally created with three left sources.
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Figure 9 shows that switching to right sources in the ELMing phase delays the onset of the

QH�mode substantially. Ultimately, however, the QH�mode still forms. Accordingly, we see

that three right sources can both create and sustain the QH�mode. In other words, ion orbit loss

from the left sources is not a necessary condition for the QH�mode.
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Fig. 8.  Injection of three right neutral beam sources starting at 3000!ms (d) sustains a

QH�mode plasma created using three left sources (c). Plasma shape is the same as that in

Fig.!7. Plasma current is 1.3!MA and average triangularity is 0.47.

At present, we do not understand why the onset of the QH�mode is delayed with the right

sources. One possibility is the higher pedestal density seen with right source injection; this is

shown in Fig.!9. QH�mode is easier to form at lower densities. The higher pedestal density may

simply be due to the increased fueling caused by the better confinement of the ions from the right

sources.

We originally speculated that QH�modes favored left sources because of a difference in the

edge E r  well related to the increased direct orbit loss. However, as is shown in Fig.!10, in the

developed QH�mode, there is little difference in the E r  well structure or magnitude in left

versus right source cases. There are some minor differences in the v !B  and pressure gradient

terms, but the E r  values are surprisingly similar. Since we need the edge sweep to determine the

E r  structure accurately, we do not yet have information on the E r  time evolution during the

formation phase of the QH�mode. It remains a possibility that the orbit loss from the left sources
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is important at that time. However, in the developed QH�mode, it is clear that the direct orbit

loss plays little role in the edge E r  structure.
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plasma conditions are plasma current 1.3!MA, toroidal field 2.0!T and average triangularity 0.47.

Another interesting observation from the left to right source shots is the decrease in the

frequency of the EHO which occurs when the plasma rotation slows down after the right sources

take over. Because of the different angles relative to the toroidal direction, the right sources

inject about 40% less angular momentum into the plasma than the left sources do. The EHO

frequency drops by about the same factor as the toroidal rotation at the top of the edge pedestal.
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4.  EFFECT OF EDGE TRIANGULARITY

Because the QH�mode plasmas tend to operate at the low density end of the tokamak

parameter space [13,17], a key issue for QH�mode studies is developing techniques to increase

the density while still maintaining the quiescent state. Attempts to increase density by gas

puffing or pellet injection almost uniformly lead to the return of ELMs. Early observations [9]

suggest that increasing the edge triangularity can allow quiescent operation at significantly

higher densities.  The increased edge pressure seen in these previous shots [9] is qualitatively

consistent with the predictions of MHD stability theory [27].

As is illustrated in Fig.!11, gradually increasing triangularity over a period of 500!ms in the

QH�mode produces an increase in the pedestal density by a factor of about 2.5 with the plasma

remaining quiescent for the rest of the shot. The triangularity change was effected by changing

the plasma shape from an upward-biased, single-null discharge to a magnetically balanced

double null; the shapes are shown in Fig.!12. The change in shape reduces the effectiveness of

the upper cryopumps and allows the increase in density. However, the extra fueling alone is not

the key since gas puffing or pellet injection typically quench the quiescent state.
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Fig. 11.  Comparison of two QH�mode shots, one with triangularity increase after 2500!ms

and another with constant triangularity. (a) pedestal electron density, (b) pedestal electron

pressure, (c) average triangularity and (d) divertor D"  emission. In (d) the signal from the

shot with the triangularity increase has been multiplied by a factor of 10 to separate the traces

and show clearly the quiescent phase after 3000!ms. Both shots have 1.3!MA plasma current,

2.0 !T toroidal field and 8.7!MW injected neutral beam power.
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115062 4500.00
106999 4500.00

Fig. 12.  Poloidal flux plots contrasting the shape of the upward biased single null and

magnetically balanced double-null discharges shown in Fig.!11. The shot with the

triangularity increase in Fig. !11 has the upper single-null shape until 2500!ms.

A somewhat higher pedestal pressure was achieved in later shots; this is illustrated in

Fig. 13. As can be seen there, the pedestal electron and ion temperatures show little change from

the reference shot as the triangularity and density increase. This suggests that the edge thermal

conductivity depends weakly on density. Unfortunately, as sometimes happens during the edge

sweep, the ELMs return transiently during that time in these later shots; hence, they do not

demonstrate the long quiescent phase at higher density seen in Fig.!11.

The change in triangularity and/or pedestal density has a substantial effect on the edge E r
well as is seen in Fig.!14. The well is significantly shallower and somewhat broader than in the

lower density, lower triangularity case shown in Fig.!5. This change in E r  is the largest that we

have seen in our QH�mode studies.

In assessing the significance of the edge density values achieved in these shots, we run up

against a fundamental conundrum of present-day tokamak physics. The best assessment is based

on comparing pedestal density to those needed in next generation devices, such as ITER [1].

However, there are two contradictory ways of comparing the density. The nondimensional

scaling approach [28] suggests comparing the values of the pedestal energy density !  and

collisionality !* . These are the two nondimensional parameters which involve the density; the

third, the gyroradius normalized to machine size, only involves temperature and magnetic field.

The divertor physics approach suggests comparing the density to the Greenwald density nG
[29]. Because of the explicit dependence of the Greenwald density on machine size, it is
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impossible to operate a present day tokamak plasma simultaneously at the ITER values of ! , !*

and ne/nG .
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Fig. 13.  Comparison of two QH�mode shots, one with and one without the triangularity

increase. (a) estimate of pedestal ion pressure, (b) pedestal electron pressure, (c) pedestal ion

temperature, (d) pedestal electron temperature, (e) pedestal electron density, and (f) average

triangularity. Both shots are at 1.3!MA plasma current, 2.0!T toroidal field and 8.7!MW

injected neutral beam power.
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Fig. 14.  Comparison of the Er  and C+6 Ev"B  term for a moderate and a high triangularity shot.

Notice the Er  well is shallower and somewhat broader for the case with triangularity " != 0.82.

As is illustrated in Fig.!15, the high triangularity shots achieve pedestal !  and !*  values

which are quite close to the ITER values. The value of ne
PED

/nG  in the triangularity scan shots

ranges from 0.1 at the lower triangularity to as high as 0.33 at the higher triangularities. Also
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included in Fig.!15 are the results for the shot in Fig.!2.  Accordingly, taken together, these shots

demonstrate that QH�mode discharges can operate at ITER relevant values of pedestal !  and

!* . They do not reach the ITER value of ne
PED

/nG = 0.7 [30]; indeed, it is not clear that they

need to in present devices to demonstrate relevance to future devices. The pedestal values

influence the fusion gain by affecting the confinement and a nondimensional scaling is preferred

in extrapolating confinement to next step devices [28].
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Fig. 15.  Ratio of the DIII�D pedestal values of (a) " * and (b) "  to the nominal ITER

values. Also shown (c) is the ratio of the pedestal density to the Greenwald density. The " *

and beta ratios are computed using the ITER values of edge safety factor q95 != 3, minor

radius a!= 2.0 m, pedestal electron density of 8.6"1019m3 and pedestal temperature of

3.9!keV. These values give a fusion gain of 10 according to confinement predictions using the

GLF23 model [30].

One final interesting point about the high triangularity discharges is illustrated in Fig.!16.

This shows the changes in the magnetic oscillations detected by the magnetic probes as the

plasma changes to double null and the density rises. As the shape changes between 2500!ms and

3000!ms in this shot, the EHO switches toroidal mode number and its amplitude changes. Just

after 3000!ms, the coherent EHO disappears and is replaced by broadband magnetic fluctuations.

Since the plasma density reaches a steady state in these shots, we speculate that these broadband

fluctuations are sufficient to provide the necessary particle transport. Although the coherent EHO
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disappears completely in Fig.!16, some of the other high triangularity shots exhibit a mixture of

the coherent EHO and the broadband fluctuations.
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Fig. 16.  Cross power spectra of two magnetic probes on DIII�D during the triangularity

increase and higher density phases of the shot shown in Fig.!13. Notice that the coherent EHO

is replaced by a broadband structure at the higher triangularity.
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5.  CONCLUSIONS

The steady-state nature of the QH�mode edge allows us to obtain unprecedented spatial

resolution of the edge ion profiles and E r  by sweeping the edge plasma past the view points of

the charge exchange spectroscopy system. Because the E r  well in QH�mode is so deep

(about �100 kV/m) and so narrow (about 1 cm), this technique is essential for determining the

true depth and shape of the well. The edge sweeps have also provided important spatial cross

calibration with the beam emission spectroscopy system, allowing us to determine that the peak

of the density fluctuation associated with the EHO is about 2!cm inside the separatrix and

demonstrating that the EHO is not just a rigid oscillation of the plasma edge.

Investigations comparing the effects of left versus right neutral beam sources have shown

that direct ion orbit loss is not necessary to create or sustain the QH�mode. However, the

QH�mode is obtained more easily with left sources. In the fully developed QH�mode, the

structure of the E r  well at the plasma edge is not affected by altering the direct ion orbit loss.

We have now demonstrated QH�mode operation in magnetically balanced double-null

discharges. Utilizing the higher triangularity in the double-null shape, we have increased the

pedestal density by a factor of about 2.5 and the overall pedestal pressure by a factor of about

two while still maintaining quiescent operation. Pedestal !  and !*  values matching the values

desired for ITER have been demonstrated. In these plasmas, the edge E r  well becomes

significantly shallower and broader.
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